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Nowadays, free space optics (FSO) is becoming popular and is very competitive to the fiber optic technology for
providing broadband services at very high data rates without the requirement of any spectrum licensing. FSO
links can be installed within a few hours and at a very low cost. As compared to the optical fiber, FSO links do not
have any problem of faults during digging and maintenance of roads. However, during obstructive climatic
conditions such rain, the FSO link losses become high and are not suitable for long-distance transmission. While
the single-mode fiber (SMF) link is suitable for such conditions as the link losses are almost independent on the
climatic conditions. To leverage the benefits of both FSO and SMF, this paper proposes a Hybrid FSO/Fiber Optic
based dual-link architecture that is capable of transmitting data at 20GBPS for a distance up to 5 km. The FSO
link is useful for clear weather conditions and fiber optic link is useful for adverse environmental conditions
especially for rainy days where link losses are high and require high transmitter powers. By imposing the fiber
optic link for rainy days, a significant amount of energy consumption is reduced since losses inside the optical
fiber are very low. The architecture provides the reliability against the failure of any one of the links by switching
the operational link to the ideal link and vice versa. The architecture supports the dedicated point to point,
overlay broadcasting to transmit dedicated and common data respectively. The architecture further adds the
reliability against the failure of any link between a remote node (RN) arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) to the
optical networking unit (ONU), as the services may be continued on the broadcasted wavelength until the re
covery of the original link.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, free-space optics (FSO) is becoming a popular solution for
providing high-speed, secured, and comparatively low-cost internet
services as compared to conventional radio frequency (RF) as well as
fiber optic communication. FSO has become more attractive since it does
not require any spectrum licensing, has no interference with the radio
frequency bands and provides gigabit free space transmission [1]. FSO
links are very easy to install and require very little time and cost as
compared to optical fiber link. FSO links do not have the problem of link
failure due to the maintenance and digging of roads. However, the
performance of FSO is very sensitive to environmental conditions such
as rain, fog, snow, smoke, haze, scintillation, etc [2]. The impact of fog,

smoke on FSO attenuation is modeled in [3] and variation in attenuation
due to rain is given in [4,5]. In presence of these environmental con
ditions, the losses of the FSO link may become very high as few hundreds
of dB/km [6] and not able to transmit data without very high trans
mitted powers. Also, there may be some service interruptions in the
presence of any line of sight (LOS) obstacles such as birds, moving ob
jects or butterflies, etc. At the same time, through the optical fiber, one
can transmit the signals at the very high data rate (few 100GBPS) with
very low transmission losses i.e. 0.2 dB/km for SMF and approximately
2 dB/km for multi-mode fiber (MMF). However, fiber optic transmission
has higher nonlinear effects and reliability problems due to fiber faults
during digging or laying of new network infrastructure. The fiber optic
communication requires high maintenance and implementation time as
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Fig. 1. Generalized proposed dual link based hybrid architecture.

Fig. 2. FSO P2P and WDM overlay transmission.
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Fig. 3. SMF P2P and WDM overlay transmission.

Fig. 4a. FSO/SMF Communication with FSO broadcasting.

well as cost compared to the FSO communication [6] i.e. the mainte
nance cost of FSO link is very less as the possibility of link failure for
normal weather conditions is negligible. At the same time, the SMF link
has comparatively larger maintenance costs as it has the fair chances of
link failure due to the faults in the fiber due to digging or maintenance of
roads etc. If there is a fault in the fiber then it needs to be repaired by
permanent joints, which incur the cost and more insertion losses. Hybrid
FSO/SMF link leverage the benefits of both FSO and SMF links and can
be handled at moderate maintenance cost. The capital expenditure of
fiber optic communication is almost five times more as compared to the
FSO [7]. The transmission speed inside fiber optic communication is also
small as compared to the FSO where transmission medium is air rather
than glass [1,6]. Therefore, the combination of both FSO and fiber optic
communication emerges as the best solution for providing reliable, low
energy consumption, high speed, low maintenance, and secured internet
services to the end-users.
Earlier, few cascaded architectures of optical fiber and FSO have
proposed. In [8] Optical fiber is used as the backhaul of the network and
FSO is used in the front haul for providing the services. However, the

individual problems of both FSO and fiber optic links remain unsolved as
both the technologies are connected in cascade rather parallel between
the service provider and the end-user.
Authors have already proposed fiber optic-based various reliable and
energy-efficient optical network architectures [9–13]. In this paper, we
have integrated the fiber optic-based architecture with FSO and devel
oped the hybrid FSO/fiber optic architecture that is capable of trans
mitting the data at 20GBPS up to 5 km distance through FSO or SMF
paths just by tuning the transmitted wavelength appropriately. FSO link
is preferred for clear weather conditions where environmental losses are
considerably small. For unfavorable environmental conditions such as
rain, fog, snow, haze, scintillation, the FSO path loss becomes significant
and require very high power transmission. In these cases, fiber optic link
is used without any hurdle of connectivity between transmitter and
receiver with low transmitted powers. The proposed architecture is
100% more reliable against the failure of any link either FSO or SMF.
The proposed architecture also has the capability of simultaneous
transmission of dedicated point-to-point data and broadcasted data.
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Fig. 4b. FSO/SMF Communication with SMF broadcasting.

within a range of 20 nm will go to another port. There are two paths, FSO
and SMF for transmission of the signals from OLT to the end-users and
vice-versa. At the OLT side, these two paths are connected by a 1x2 50
GHz interleaver. The main purpose of the 50 GHz interleaver is to
separate the even and odd multiple of 50 GHz wavelengths and trans
mitting at its two different ports and thereby at two different paths i.e.
FSO and SMF. All the transmitted wavelengths that are even multiple of
50 GHz are provided one port and connected to the FSO link while odd
multiple of 50 GHz wavelengths are provided at another port and con
nected to the SMF link. At another end of the link, these two paths are
combined by the other 2x1 50 GHz interleaver. These combined wave
lengths are given to CWDM to separate out WDM overlay wavelength if
any and rest of the wavelengths are provided to 1xN AWG located at RN.
This AWG separates out all the transmitted N wavelengths to different N
ports and provides the services to the N ONUs located at the end-user.
The separated WDM overlay wavelength is provided to the 1xN star
coupler (SC) for broadcasting it to the entire ONUs available in the
network.
FSO communication of the proposed architecture is depicted in
Fig. 2. For the ease of understanding and simulation purposes, we have
considered only 8 ONUs. Therefore at OLT, for point to point commu
nication, we require 8 transceivers which are transmitting the even
multiple of 50 GHz wavelengths i.e. 193.1THz, 193.2THz……193.8THz
respectively. 50 GHz WDM interleaver allows these wavelengths to pass
through the FSO channel and to reach to the 1x8 AWG. In this case, the
center frequency (fc) of AWG and wavelength spacing between its two
consecutive ports (Δf) are considered 193.1THz and 100 GHz respec
tively. Due to the cyclic property of the AWG, it will separate out all the
incoming wavelengths to its different ports. Wavelength 193.1THz will
reach at port 1, wavelength 193.2THz will reach at port 2 and so on for a
point to point communication i.e. 193.1THz, 193.2THz…..and
193.8THz will be received by ONU1, ONU2,……and ONU8 respectively.
For broadcasting through the FSO link, the signal is transmitted at even
multiple of 50 GHz wavelengths from the WDM overlay transmitter e.g.
194THz. At RN, CWDM diverts this wavelength towards the 1x8 SC and
from where it is broadcasted to all eight ONUs and received by the WDM
overlay TRx.
Just by tuning the transmitted wavelengths by 50 GHz i.e. 193.15
THz, 193.25THz, …0.193.85THz as depicted in Fig. 3, the proposed
architecture is capable of transmitting the signal through SMF. In the
case of abnormal environmental conditions such as rain, fog, snow,
haze, scintillation, the FSO path loss may become significant and may

Table 1
Various parameters of used components.
Components

Parameters

SMF

Dispersion:16.75 ps/nm/km,
attenuation loss: 0.2 dB/km
Center Frequency: 193.1THz
Spacing between two consecutive ports: 100 GHz,
insertion loss: 5 dB
insertion loss: 7 dB
insertion loss: 3.5 dB

AWG
Power splitter 1X4/4X4
Power splitter/combiner
1x2
CWDM
Circulator

Center frequency: 193.9THz,
Wavelengths spacing between two ports: 20 nm,
Insertion loss:0.5 dB
Insertion loss:0.5 dB

Table 2
Losses for various weather situations and preferred link.
Weather Situation

Losses (dB/km) [6]

Preferred link

Clear
Low Haze
High Haze
Low Rain
Moderate Rain
High Rain

0.233
0.55
2.37
6.27
9.64
19.28

FSO
FSO
FSO
SMF
SMF
SMF

2. Proposed architecture & operation
The generalized schematic diagram of the proposed architecture is
shown in Fig. 1. At the optical line terminal (OLT), there are N trans
ceivers for sending and receiving the N wavelength signals. As per the
requirement and available traffic load, these wavelength signals may be
modulated at different data rates i.e. 1.25GBPS or 2.5GBPS. The trans
mitted wavelength signals are multiplexed and de-multiplexed by Nx1
MUX/DEMUX for downstream and upstream directions respectively. At
OLT, one additional wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) overlay
transceiver is used for transmission of broadcasted data in the down
stream direction to all users available in the network. The WDM overlay
wavelength is multiplexed and de-multiplexed by a coarse wavelength
division multiplexer (CWDM). The wavelength range for two nearby
bands of CWDM is 20 nm and the center frequency of CWDM is 193.9
THz. i.e. the frequencies arriving below 193.9THz within a range of 20
nm will come at one port and frequencies arriving above 193.9THz
4
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Fig. 5. Spectrum of transmitted and received signals.

Fig. 6. Time-domain representation of transmitted and received signals at 2.5GBPS.
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be planned in much advanced, as very much accurate weather pre
dictions are possible with the cutting-edge weather prediction technol
ogy. As for now, we are not working in this filed, however, we must say
thanks to the people who are working rigorously day and night for their
precise and accurate predictions. For transmission through SMF, fc of
AWG is tuned to 193.15THz, and Δf is kept the same as earlier i.e. 100
GHz. Due to the cyclic property of AWG, the wavelength 193.15THz will
reach to port1 and ONU1, 193.25THz will reach to port2 and ONU2 and
so on. For broadcasting of signal through the SMF, the WDM overlay
transmitter is now tuned to 194.05THz. At RN, the WDM overlay
wavelength is diverted towards 1x8 SC and broadcasted to all ONUs.
The proposed architecture also has the capability of transmitting the
data from both the links FSO and SMF simultaneously to share the heavy
traffic load. Also, for any of the link failures, the services may remain
continued on another alternative link by properly tuning the transmitted
wavelength without any additional efforts i.e. the proposed architecture
is 100% more reliable against the link failure or heavy FSO losses in odd
environmental conditions. For transmission of data through both the
links, together with odd and even multiple of 50 GHz wavelengths are
transmitted from the OLT. 1x2 interleaver will pass all even multiple of
50 GHz wavelengths to the FSO channel and all odd multiple of 50 GHz
wavelength to the SMF as depicted in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b). For this
particular case, the wavelength spacing of RN AWG is kept as 50 GHz
and center frequency as 193.1THz. Due to the cyclic property of AWG,
the wavelengths 193.1THz, 193.15THz, 193.2THz,……193.45THz will

1.25 GBPS SMF

-6
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-8
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Fig. 7. BER performance for FSO and SMF.

not be able to transmit the data with low powers. In such cases, the SMF
link may be preferred for transmitting the data energy efficiently. Since
the transmitted wavelengths are the odd multiple of 50 GHz, the inter
leaver allows the entire wavelength signals to travel through the SMF
link. The tuning of the transmitted wavelengths and link switching may

Fig. 8. EYE diagrams for FSO and SMF transmissions.
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Fig. 9. 30 Days weather pattern.

Fig. 10. (a) No. of days for various weather condition (b) Percentage of particular weather condition.

reach at ONU1, ONU2, ONU3……ONU8 respectively. WDM overlay
broadcasting signal can be transmitted either of the links depending on
the transmitted wavelength. If the transmitted wavelength is even
multiple of 50 GHz then it will be transmitted through FSO link and
called FSO broadcasting as depicted in Fig. 4 (a). If the transmitted
wavelength is an odd multiple of 50 GHz then it will be transmitted
through the SMF and called SMF broadcasting as depicted in Fig. 4 (b).
The various parameters of used components are given in Table 1

approximately 0.2 dB/km. For the weather conditions for which the FSO
losses are up to the manageable limit 2.37 dB/km, the FSO link may be
utilized to transfer the data and for availing its various benefits. How
ever, for odd environmental conditions, such as low rain, moderate rain
or high rain, where losses are very high where FSO channel losses ex
ceeds 2.37 dB/km, the SMF links are preferred for the energy-efficient
transmission of data and avoiding the utilization of the number of
costly repeaters in the link. In such cases, the SMF link allows trans
mitting the data with low transmitted powers and to reduce the signif
icant energy consumption, which is a worldwide global issue for
strengthening the information and communication technology (ICT)
infrastructure and developing of smart cities.
The spectrum of the transmitted and received signals for FSO and
SMF links is given in Fig. 5. The time-domain representation of the
transmitted and received signals for FSO and SMF links is given in Fig. 6.

3. Results & discussions
The performance of the proposed architecture is verified with the
help of simulation results through Optisystem 16.1. The losses in dB/km
for the WDM-FSO link for different weather conditions are considered as
given in Table 2 [6]. Also, the losses for SMF is considered
7
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Fig. 11. Day-wise number of hours network utilization.

1.25GBPS and 2.5GBPS are given in Fig. 8, which indicates the clear EYE
opening without any overlapping of the transmitted data.
The main feature of the proposed architecture is that it is capable of
transmitting the data through FSO as well as SMF. Ideally, we are using
the FSO link to leverage its various benefits when the weather conditions
are clear and link loss is up to only 2.37 dB. If the link losses are more
due to adverse environmental conditions, the use of FSO is not advised,
as it will consume more power. In such cases, just by tuning the trans
mitted wavelengths by 50 GHz, the signals can be transmitted through
the SMF for which link losses are very low and are in the range of 0.2 dB/
km. Therefore, the proposed architecture is useful for variable envi
ronmental conditions; we can transmit the data either through FSO or
SMF link for reliable data transmission and reduce energy consumption.
Just to check the energy efficiency of the proposed hybrid architecture,
we have considered a representative weather pattern of a month.
Sometimes it is very clear, sometimes it hazes or raining varying from
low to high as given in Fig. 9. The total number of days for a particular
weather condition is given in Fig. 10(a) and the percentage of the
particular weather condition for the entire month is given in Fig. 10(b).
We have also considered the representative number of hours, each
day for which network is utilized throughout the month as given in
Fig. 11.
By considering the different weather conditions and the number of
hours network utilization per day, we can calculate the energy saving of
the proposed hybrid architecture. Out of 30 days, 7 days have low,
moderate, or high rain and are not suitable for FSO communication since
the link losses are high. By transmitting the data through FSO or SMF,
depending on the weather conditions, we can save a significant amount
of energy consumption and which is given by the following equations:-

Table 3
Comparative analysis of Hybrid FSO/SMF link with pure FSO and pure SMF.
Parameters

Pure FSO
Link

Pure SMF Link

Hybrid FSO/SMF link

Spectrum
Licensing
Requirement
Energy
Consumption
Installation
Time

No

Yes

Yes, for SMF Link

More

Less

Moderate

Low

High

Maintenance
Cost
Reliability

Low

High

Services can be started
immediately by
installing FSO link, SMF
link may be installed
simultaneously
Moderate

Fair in clear
weather
conditions

Fair if faults are
avoided during
digging and
maintenance of
roads

Double as compared to
individual FSO or SMF
link and are suitable for
all weather conditions

Both the figures indicate the proper reception of the transmitted signals
through FSO and SMF links at another end.
The BER performance for various received powers for both the links
FSO and SMF at 1.25GBPS and 2.5GBPS are indicated in Fig. 7. We have
observed that for the Min [log (BER)] − 9, the minimum required
received powers are approximately − 29.5dBm, − 28dBm, –32.8dBm,
and − 31.8dBm for 1.25 GBPS SMF, 2.5 GBPS SMF, 1.25 GBPS FSO, and
2.5 GBPS FSO respectively. For normal weather conditions, the received
powers are within the required receiver sensitivities. However, for rainy
days, the FSO link requires extra-transmitted power as the path losses
are more [1,6]. Performance of FSO link is slightly better than the SMF
transmission and this is due to the various nonlinear effects such as FourWave Mixing (FWM), Cross-Phase Modulation (XPM) and Stimulated
Raman Scattering (SRS) etc occurring inside the optical fiber [14,15].
Due to the nonlinear effects, the power penalty due to the SMF link is
approximately 1.5 dB for the transition from 1.25 GBPS to 2.5 GBPS
while it is only 1 dB for the FSO link. However, the performance for both
SMF and FSO transmissions are within the acceptable limits for desired
BER performance. The EYE diagrams for SMF and FSO transmissions at

Esaving (Month) =

30
∑
[
]
E(FSO)d − E(SMF)d

(1)

d=1

Esaving (Month) =

30
∑
[
]
P(FSO)d .h(FSO)d − P(SMF)d .h(SMF)d

(2)

d=1

∑30
Esaving (%Month) =

8

d=1 [E(FSO)d − E(SMF)d
]
∑30 [
d=1 E(FSO)d

(3)
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∑30 [
Esaving (%Month) =

d=1

P(FSO)d .h(FSO)d − P(SMF)d .h(SMF)d
]
∑30 [
d=1 P(FSO)d .h(FSO)d

]

avails the benefits of both the links FSO as well as SMF and strengthens
the ICT infrastructure and very useful for providing the services to the
next generation networks.

(4)

where Esaving(Month) is the total energy saved in a month by the pro
posed architecture. E(FSO) and E(SMF) are the energy consumption for
the FSO link and SMF link respectively for a day. d represents the day
which is ranging from 1 to 30. h(FSO) and h(SMF) are the time duration
(in hours) of a day for which FSO link and SMF link are utilized
respectively.
Based on the Equations [1–4], and for the considered weather con
ditions and network utilization hours on different days of a month,
approximately 14.46% of energy is saved by using the proposed hybrid
link architecture as compared to the pure FSO link since FSO link re
quires approximately 5dBm-transmitted power while SMF link works
satisfactorily with 0dBm-transmitted power. The energy-saving may be
different for different weather conditions and different network utili
zations. However, the proposed architecture gives us an idea to reduce
the energy consumption of conventional FSO links.
The proposed architecture is 100% more reliable as compared to the
normal FSO link as there are two active links and in case of failure of a
working link, another link can be utilized just by transmitting the proper
wavelengths. For the operational FSO link, if there are some LOS ob
stacles in clear weather conditions, then also we can transmit the signal
on SMF. Similarly, for the operational SMF link, if there are some cuts or
faults due to digging or maintenance of roads, then data transmission
can be continued on the FSO link up to the recovery of the SMF link.
However, in such a case, we may have to transmit slightly higher powers
from the transmitter. i.e. there may be a tradeoff between the reliability
and the energy saving.
Apart from the point-to-point downstream transmission, the pro
posed architecture also supports the broadcasting of the signal to all the
available users in the network. A common signal need not required to be
transmitted from the individual transmitters rather it is broadcasted
from a WDM overlay transmitter. This feature further reduces the energy
consumption, as the desired signal may be transmitted from the WDM
overlay transmitter. Also in case of failure of any link between RN AWG
and ONU, we can transmit the data on WDM overlay wavelength for that
particular ONU and further increases the reliability. However, it will not
provide the dedicated transmission but can be used for providing the
services without any service disruption up to the recovery of a dedicated
transmitter.
The various benefits and limitations of the proposed dual-link based
hybrid optical network access architecture as compared to the conven
tional FSO and SMF links are summarized and given in Table 3 below.
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4. Conclusion
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tecture is proposed which is capable of transmitting the signals up to
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losses, the FSO link connectivity may be lost or require more transmitted
powers, which is not desirable. In such cases, the proposed architecture
is very useful and just by tuning the transmitted wavelengths by 50 GHz,
the transmission of data is switched from the FSO link to the SMF link.
The proposed architecture provides reliability against link failure and
reduces energy consumption significantly. For the considered repre
sentative weather conditions and network utilization hours, approxi
mately 14.46% of energy consumption is reduced as compared to the
simple FSO link. The architecture supports the WDM overlay trans
mission for broadcasting any data. The proposed architecture is also
reliable against the failure of any link between RN AWG and ONUs by
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